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Capitalism:

Early capitalism or mercantilism which estimated aged more than five years

old, is the time of Western expansion from kingdom tyrants in Europe. At that time

foreign trades became important to gather wealth for national interests. State must

catch up the trade surplus with maximizing export to increase profit, and as possible

minimizing import. Since that is the essence of mercantilism, which, “as many as

possible to export and import as little as can be”, from here the term called balance

of trade known. Hence, Mercantilism will protect their local products from state

interference in economical life.

Modern Capitalism initiated by Adam Smith, English philosopher who is also

important figure of classical economy. In 1776 he found “the Invisible Hand” theory

which controlled all economical life and pushing every individual seek for economy

profit. Means, if individual looking benefit is because natural instinct, therefore there

is no intervention or state monopoly since its only to obstruct the freedom to compete.

Modern Capitalism motives or neo-colonialism stage is through a number of science

domination and developmentalism ideology. Modern form of capitalism is Neo-

liberalism, pioneered by Friedrich von Hayek and Milton Friedman. They believe

that full employment have to always in common with authoritarian government

form. They wish for absolute freedom to capitalism. They are also become inspiration

to Reagan economy policy (US) and Thatcher (England) year 1980’s. This trend

principal is “rule of market”, to take off all state bindings and create free market.

Globalization is term supported by neo-liberals, which is:



• Globalization (commerce) truly is a new feature of capitalism itself that later

mark by liberalization in all life sectors. Globalizations have stripped all world

state barriers until its minimum limit to defend: repressive power. Third world

countries are only just securing machines to serve foreign investment. State

no longer having an interest on social causes, but they are increasing more

facility to control tighter in public life. Globalization is a term often said by

Neoliberalism supporters.

Economically, globalization is the integration nations national economy  into

global economy system (Mansour Fakih:2001). Globalization at least involving

creation of one world economics, which not just their national economy totality,

instead a firm independent reality. Capital flow, comodity, technology dan large

scale and long-term workers across nation borders.

• Is definition of globalization (James Petras:1999)

Globalization term first used in 1985 by Theodore Levitt. Levitt use it to mark

major changes that happens in the last two decades of international

economy. These changes covering a rapid and large unity like the process

of production, consumption and investment for goods, services, capital and

technology (Raghavan:1999)

The word patriarchy literally means the power of father or

“patriarch”. At the beginning, patriarchy used to call a kind of “family

ruled by men”, that is a big family of patriarchy insist of women,

young men, children, slaves and housemaid under the rulling of the men.

Now, this term used commonly to call on men power, power-relation

with man over-ruled woman, and to other say this system made woman

stil l empowered through many ways. Patriarchy form can be

discrimination, injustice, violence, labeling and double duties.

Patriarchy



The nature of patriarchy is different in each society class, in every community,

and in every period of history. The main foundation is same, men rules, but the nature

of power can be different. In the following explanation, women fields said under

the patriarchy control.

1. Productive strengths or women workers

2. Women reproduction

3. Controls on women’s sexuality

4. Women’s motion

5. Possessions and other economical resource.

An analysis about this following people’s main institutions shows have

patriarchal characteristics: Family, Religion, Media, and Law are the pillars of the

patriarchal system and structure. This solid and deep-rooted conjoint system made

patriarchy invisible, and made it looks natural.

(Taken from Kamla Bhasin, Menggugat Patriarki, Epilog on Domination Towards

Women, Kalyanamitra, 1996)

OPPRESSION TREE STALKS

1. Trap under neo-liberal scenario

Requirements for deregulation, privatization and liberalization is a basic that

been demanded by neo-liberal supporters which now ruled world economics.

Deregulation is to include regulations of law sustaining the free market. Recently,

every regulation that supports free market has born such as Inpres No. 5 Year 2003

concerning Economical Policy Packet before and after the end Cooperation

Program with IMF; UU No. 20 Year 2002 concerning Electricity; Gas and Oil

Constitution, Water Resource Constitution; Intellectual Copyrights Constitution; Labor

Constitution; Keppres No. 36 Year 2005 concerning Land for Public Matters; another

step is to push privatization.

Privatization pressures of state companies (BUMN) with all the excuse getting

stronger in Indonesia. From 144 BUMN going to privatized, seem that the priority is



given to the one who gain more profitable BUMN, such as PLN (for electricity),

Angkasa Pura (airport services), Telkom (communication); PAM (drink water

company), BCA and Niaga Bank (bank services) and cement industry (Padang

Cement, Gresik Cement and Tonasa Cement). What miss from privatization process

in Indonesia is no rigid regulation as working field, especially privatization design

strategy in transparent, participative and accountable.

The pressure to open market in our country (Free Market) is by way of

decreasing tariff import (even until zero percent), goods (even services) as run by

WTO (World Trade Organization)

2. Caught in Debt-Trap

Indonesian Foreign Debt (ULN) has reach into worrying level. Until September 2003

the total ULN reached US$ 214,565 millions (or Rp. 214 quintillions). The number shared

in private debt (US$ 132,9 millions) and public debt (US$ 81,665 millions). Next table

showing trends Indonesian foreign debts.

Problem emerge when payment charge installments of foreign debt

burdening APBN, because almost 1/3 state budget used to pay the debt installment.

If they have to pay debt interest with primary installment, then almost 72% our APBN

taken to pay the debt. Indonesia have caught into the debt-trap, since the amount

of foreign debt smaller than the order to pay debt installment.

Debt problem faced by Indonesia really has reached to neck-choke limit.

Why? Besides having obliges to pay foreign debt for US$ 214 billions (2003), Indonesia

now also has to pay a foreign debt for Rp. 650 quintillions. Therefore, as whole

Indonesia hold debt obligation around Rp 2.790 quintillions!

Instead, because of huge volume foreign debt for US$ 150 billions, including

government debt for US$ 85 billions and private debt for US$ 65 billions, practically

Table: Indonesian Foreign Debts (in quintillions US$)

Kompas, 5 January 2005.



Indonesia becomes the fifth largest debt receiver country in the world. For the first

to fourth place is Brazil, Rusia, Mexico, and China (Revrisond Baswir, 2004).

Nonetheless, because of the Gross Domestic Product (PDB) Indonesia smaller

than Brazil, Rusia, Mexico, and China, foreign debt problems faced by Indonesia

rather different with problems faced by those four countries. With PDB volume for

US$ 120 billions in 1998, recent foreign debt value ratio toward Indonesian PDB volume

in that year noted for 169 percent, meanwhile Brazil, for instance, only 29%.

Countries that have the equal foreign debt value ratio toward its PDB generally

located in Africa. Groups of “poor countries trap in debt” led by Kongo, with foreign

debt value ratio toward PDB for 280 percent. Second, third, fourth, and fifth place,

each of them is Angola (270%), Nikaragua (262%) and Zambia (196).

3. Caught In MNC Trap

For the term “Give little, get much” the investigation done by congress in US

year 1977 unfold 360 businessman in US admit have bribe to foreign countries where

they operate. Even worse, sometimes they help local regime in political issues. Shell

–US Oil Company— supported military regime, as well as Mobil Oil in Aceh that allow

his area used as military basis.

As long as two decades near to the new millennium these companies increase

its quantity from 7000 MNC in 1970 to 37.000 MNC in 1990. In that sort of time they

controls 67% world trade between MNC and ruled 34, 1% from total global trade.

Now, around 100 MNC controlling 75% global trades (Peter Marcus: 2000).

At the same time, developed countries create Multinational Cooperation

(MNC).  The biggest economic power in the world now has been dominated by 57

countries and 43 MNC. General Motor (US) and Exxon (US) asset are larger than

Yugoslavia, Swiss or Arab Saudi. British Petroleum (England) produced more

compared to Bulgaria, or Finland. General Motor selling can reach over GNP (Gross

National Product) world countries, so that the ITT income leaping over Portugal

income. In 1997, total selling of General Motors reached US$ 164 billions, in the

meantime GDP Norway only as big as US$ 153 billions, GDP Indonesia US$ 52,2 billions.



From the well-known 50 MNC, 21 of them base in US controlling 54% total

selling followed by Germany 10%, England 9%, Japan 7%, France 6% and Dutch 5%.

One third of world trade dominated by MNC, which happens to be they are doing

their own trade. UN estimates 50% US export happens between their own MNC,

meanwhile England getting to 30%. When business player act together as buyers

and sellers, therefore markets mechanism cannot be implemented on them. Since

the businessman can label the price for their own taste.

For the meantime banana market ruled by two big MNC, there are Chiquita

and Dole Food. They produced and controlling 50% world commerce. The two MNC

straightly connected to Central and South America plantation that cost of production

lower than Caribbean countries. Each $1 of banana from Costa Rika plantation,

57% of the profit fell to the owner along with export and import companies. Also the

following data can describe what really happen in global farming trade:

1. 80% world wheat distributed only by two MNC; Cargill and Archer Daniel

Midland.

2. 5 MNC hold 75% banana trade; Chiquita, Dole Food, Del Monte, Fyffes and

Noboa.

3. 3 MNC ruled 83% cocoa trade (chocolate)

4. 3 MNC controlling 85% tea trade

5. 5 MNC clinch around 70% tobacco productions (Phillip Morris, BAT, RJR

Nabisco, Rothmans (now in merger with BAT) and Japan Tobacco.

With that kind of process global farming trade will give fully benefit big players,

especially giants MNC. Enlargement process of MNC accompanied with process of

marginalization for little farmers, either in developed, develop, or poor countries.

Accumulation of farm capital (agribusiness and agro-industry) situated in world scale

and facilitated by numerous multilateral regulation and global finance mechanism.



OPPRESSION LEAVES

Poverty

Half worlds’ citizens lived with income only US$ 2 per day,

meanwhile the Microsoft owner Bill Gates, has an income US$ 95 per

second since March 1986. Three rich people in the world has an

income more than 48 develop countries. Net income of 200 rich people

in the world has increased from US$ 440 billions in 1994 to US$ 1 quintillion in 1998.

64.000 Indonesian people have savings around US$ 257 billions outside the country.

Two of the richest Indonesian people were on the list of 538 worlds’ richest people.

But 19, 5% from 210 millions Indonesian citizens unemployed (George Junus Aditjondro

1998)
Statistic Center Board (BPS) data shows:

• 17% Indonesian citizens live in poor (37 millions from 220 millions)

• 12% East Borneo citizens live in poor (328  millions from 2,7 millions)

• 80,07 % citizens of Papua live in poor (1,5 millions from 1,8 millions)

• 1,3 millions Indonesian babies malnutrition every year

Decrease of State Protection Towards Peoples’ Welfare

Each year approximately 2 millions peoples died in malaria. The fund that

uses to prevent malaria disease is around US$ 4 billions, or 10% of total Bill Gates

income. In Indonesia to overcome malaria disease is only Rp. 2 billions.

Cost of military equipment in the whole world year 1999 reaching US$ 809

billions.  Indonesian military expense year 1999 reaching US$ 50, 3 billions, compare

it to education budget allocation around US$1,1 billions (Guardian, 3 November

1999).

In the lack of state finance, happens to be the state priority is not for the

peoples’ welfare (like education and health), but expense it more other things, like

military expenditure, even the payment of installment debt.



Various regulations and constitution from government were more of World

Bank nuances, or for the investors, such as Inpres No. 5 Year 2003 concerning

Economical Policy Packet before and after the end Cooperation Program with IMF;

UU No. 20 Year 2002 concerning Electricity; Keppres No. 15 Year 1987 about freeway;

UU No. 3 Year 1989 about Telecommunication; UU No. 13 Year 1992 regarding Train;

UU No. 14 Year 1992 about Traffics and City Streets; UU No. 15 Year 1992 on Aero

flight; UU No. 21 Year 1992 about Cruising; UU No. 22/2002 concerning gas and oil,

UU No. 21/2000 on Workers Union; UU No. 13/2003 about workers; National Education

System constitution; Perpu No. 19/2004 about forestry; Gas and Oil constitution; Water

Resource Constitution; Intellectual Copyrights Constitution; Labor Constitution;

Keppres No. 36 Year 2005 concerning Land for Public Matters.

Natural resource exploitation

Natural resource gives that he got without any discrimination. From nature,

mankind gets life; food, air and water. Nature is healing, nurturing, giving and

forgiving. But, never been appreciated in developmental paradigm what now being

mainstream.

In capitalist development context, the natures’ worth if it’s being exploited,

but often forgets to rehabilitate nature which had been exploited from environmental

damage, pollution and agrarian conflict. Big investment come to Indonesia mostly

environmental unfriendly, like pulp company, mining, large plantation, or chemical

company. Most investors get support from international finance organization so they

can invest in Indonesia, in form of capital, opportunity or investment protection.

There is no investment overcome the conflict between society, company, or

even government. Named conflict between Papua people and Freeport gold mining

company, river pollution case and deforestation by  PT. Inti Indo rayon Utama in

Sumatera, or the shot of farmers case Alas Tlogo – Jawa Timur by TNI AL officials. All

this exploitations and conflicts have not yet gain a fair and substance agreement.

Instead, Newly Agrarian Consortium (KPA) estimated in year 2007, there are agrarian



conflicts for 1.753 case involving 10 millions citizens, meanwhile National Land Board

(BPN) noted 2.810 case.

Marginal groups’ exploitation

Exploitation of marginal groups’ including labor women, children, indigenous

people, farmer, and fisherman groups. That exploitation has made the broke of

human rights and violence among women. Michael Eisner, CEO Disney, its salary

same with wages over 100.000 Haiti labors who produced Disney dolls and wardrobe.

His income per day is even to a wages labor who works for 166 years. NIKE company

in Indonesia, year 1997 get a profit taken to Oregon (US) for US 5,3 billions (La Botz).

Susenas data (2003) showing marginalization towards women:
• Women citizens aged up to 10 that not yet or never go to school is double

twice of men citizens, which is 11,56 percent and 5,43 percent

• Illiterate women citizens is 12,28 percent. Men 5,84 percent

• Number of death pregnant mom and giving birth 307 per 100.000 live birth

• Prevalence anemia to pregnant mom more than 50 percent

• Women  never gone to school 53,5 percent, men 46,5 percent

• Women graduate elementary school 32,8 percent, men 67,2 percent

• Working women 30,8 million, men 59,9 million. Instead, productive age women

citizens reach 50,2 percent from total productive age numbering 152,6  millions

peoples. The number is higher men productive age 49,8 persen.

• (Susenas 2003)

Corruption

Indonesia is on the list of countries most corrupted placing fifth place in the

world. More than 90 countries surveyed by International Transparency (2000).

Corruption makes state’s ability to protect the citizens’ interest getting weaker, for

the cause of the minimum budget allocation for peoples’ welfare. Study by Finance

Inspection Board (BPK) identified 15 kinds of corruption with its motives, there are:

tax blackmail, fictional payment, field trip manipulation, auction, land manipulation,



credit manipulation, over-priced contract, over-payment, extra expense on savings,

improper fund use, commission money, cover-up state budget, document fallacy,

illegal tax, and payment delay on partners.

For example the case of PERTAMINA that strongly suspected the corruption

has undergoing for a long time. Until now there was never seen clear and concrete

solution to this.

According to a year regular inspection results budget year 1999/2000, Finance

and Building Inspection Board (BPKP) reveal, PERTAMINA, State Company  Minister

as well as Logistic Affair Board (Bulog) as three department dan official institution

non-department (LPND) as corruption biggest hive (Kompas, Juni 2000).

Pertamina itself detect 170 contract indicated corruption. This time still in the

stage of research by Indonesia Supreme Court - Inspector Pertamina. The main part

is, the progress of those statement never been explained to public.

Materials: from various source


